Clinical trial design most often focuses on a single or several related outcomes with corresponding calculations of statistical power. We consider a clinical trial to be a decision problem, often with competing outcomes. Using a current controversy in the treatment of HPV-positive head and neck cancer, we apply several different probabilistic methods to help define the range of outcomes given different possible trial designs. Our model incorporates the uncertainties in the disease process and treatment response and the inhomogeneities in the patient population. Instead of expected utility, we have used a Markov model to calculate quality adjusted life expectancy as a maximization objective. Monte Carlo simulations over realistic ranges of parameters are used to explore different trial scenarios given the possible ranges of parameters. This modeling approach can be used to better inform the initial trial design so that it will more likely achieve clinical relevance.
Introduction
The design of a clinical trial can have a large impact on the progress of medical practice. A number of competing factors need to be considered, such as cohort size, ability to recruit subjects, overall cost, expected size of effect and expected impact of the outcome of the trial. While these and other factors are considered in the design of any trial, there is continuing controversy over how best to do it. One persistent question is whether a clinical trial is solely for the purpose of inference or whether it is a decision problem (for a concise synopsis see Spiegelhalter et al 1 ).
Traditionally, clinical trial designs are a combination of relatively straight-forward statistics and clinical judgment. The latter informs the design by providing an estimate of the effect size that will alter clinical practice, i.e. there is no point in conducting a trial whose positive outcome will not change how physicians practice. The factors to be considered typically include things like possible increase in side-effects, ease of administering the treatment and cost.
If it seems reasonable that the effect to be measured will achieve such a magnitude, then the number of trial subjects is calculated using classical statistics to minimize false positive and false negative trial results. In this approach to trial design, one seeks to infer the true value of the treatment difference between the two arms from the sample obtained through the clinical trial.
When a trial is viewed as an inference problem, the focus is on determining whether the statistics of the trial provide enough certainty to achieve a significant p-value with one, or possibly several related, outcomes. For example, in cancer therapy the common outcomes studied are overall survival, disease-free survival, and local recurrence 2 . Classic trial design then continues by determining the likelihood function for the chosen outcome, applying the parameters of the control group, agreeing on a clinically relevant difference between new and old treatments, and finally, calculating numbers of subjects given acceptable thresholds of Type I and II errors. Recently, Bayesian inference in clinical trial design has become more common and it can be used for two different purposes. First, using Bayes' theorem allows for the inspection of the most probable outcomes after only some fraction of the expected number of patients are accrued. This can help to direct resources more efficiently later in the trial and/or to insure that any potential harm is minimized. The other use of Bayesian statistics is to quantify the magnitude of the treatment effect rather than just testing the null hypothesis.
As mentioned, trial design needs to take into account aspects of the new procedure or treatment beyond the main outcome of interest. For example, a clinical trial of a new cancer therapy will be designed to measure the difference in survival at a given time point. However, the future use of the new therapy will also depend on whether more or different complications result, how difficult it is for the patient and/or provider to administer the treatment, and perhaps how much the new treatment costs. These conflicting considerations characterize problems that are best approached using decision theory.
If trial design is viewed as a formal decision problem, then a loss (or utility or cost) function is needed to quantify the effects, and the expectation value of the utility (or cost) is used in the decision making process 3 . This function is designed to capture the many different aspects of the outcome-the response of the disease, the induced health state, and the feasibility and cost of the new procedure or treatment. The fact that the uncertainties inherent in the problem result in the use of of expectation values of the utility indicates that a model of the probabilities of the outcomes is needed. While this adds somewhat to the complexity of framing and quantifying the medical environment compared to the inference problem, it has the benefit of being able to incorporate multiple, competing outcomes. Thus, one obtains a much more complete and clinically realistic view with the aim of designing a trial that will more likely have an impact in clinical decision making.
In this paper, we take the more comprehensive view and model clinical trial design as a decision problem. We combine several probabilistic modeling approaches in order to capture the uncertainties in the disease and treatment response processes and the inhomogeneities within the subject cohorts. The separation of these two sources of variability is an explicit part of our model which is needed to account for their potential effects. In addition, it allows us to generalize our model that was designed for clinical trial design and apply it to clinical decision making, as well. Our model also makes use of a more general utility function, namely quality adjusted life years (QALY). This function captures the interplay between cure and complication as well as integrating the outcomes over time.
Overall, our approach offers several advantages over current methods. It allows us to simulate different measured outcomes, thereby giving quantitative guidance as to whether a given trial design is likely to result in clinically useful information. In addition, by calculating the expected value of information regarding different variables, the trial can be designed to either control for certain variables or, prior to initiating the trial, more information can be obtained prior to the trial. Finally, it should be mentioned that our method focuses on the effect size. Traditional trials follow the "null hypothesis significance testing" approach which fails to give any information about the effect size. As our analysis shows, realistic modeling of effect size is a key element to a successful trial.
Methods
We have applied our method to clinical trials for HPV-positive (HPV+) oropharyngeal cancer. Subgroup analysis of large clinical trials show that HPV+ patients have significantly improved survival compared to HPV-negative (HPV-) patients under standard radiation therapy protocols 4 . A number of non-inferiority clinical trials have been initiated to determine if lower doses of radiation can be equally efficacious, the goal being to decrease the incidence of severe complications due to the radiation therapy 5 . Thus, the trial design must include a measure of the difference in survival at some relevant time and the differences in complications. In this case, the new treatment uses fewer treatments which is acknowledged to be a benefit to the patient and to incur less cost, so there is no need to model any tradeoff in that area.
Model framework
The structure of the model was obtained through in depth discussions with experts in the field of head and neck cancer radiation therapy and from previous publications 6 . We constructed an influence diagram 7 ( Figure 1 ) that incorporates the relevant variables with respect to tumor control and complications to nearby critical structures, along with the decision variables (radiation dose and technique). An influence diagram is a Bayesian network (BN) that includes decision nodes and a utility node. In Figure 1 , rectangles denote decision (also known as action) nodes; ovals represent chance nodes; and diamonds represent utility nodes. Color coding of the chance nodes indicate the details of the implementation of joint probability tables. Green nodes indicate prior distributions; red nodes indicate model-generated probabilities; and yellow indicate normal chance nodes.
In a conventional influence diagram, the expected utility (denoted by a diamond-shaped node) is calculated by means of the relevant probabilities obtained from the BN and a utility function. We have expanded the notion of expected utility from the standard form 8 . Instead of using a single function to map preferences and probabilities to an expected utility, we use a Markov model to calculate quality adjusted life years (QALY) (Figure 2 ) 9 . The BN provides the distribution of initial states to the Markov model. The Markov model contains states for status-post RT, recurrent disease, Gr2+ xerostomia, Gr2+ dysphagia, both toxicities, and death. To each state is assigned a utility, and QALYs are accumulated as the Markov model is evaluated annually using a cohort simulation 10, 11 . In a conventional influence diagram, the optimal action can be solved in a direct fashion 7 . However, the use of the the Markov model complicates this process; therefore, we have used a Monte Carlo process to provide values of the probabilities from the BN and to evaluate the Markov model and calculate QALY. These values are then used to choose the optimal action. This approach also allows us to perform a sensitivity analysis as part of the QALY calculation in a natural way. For any given distribution of a variable, the Monte Carlo process samples the distribution that describes the variabilities inherent in its value.
Tumor Control Probability
Modeling the tumor control probability (TCP) is one the most crucial steps. The non-inferiority trials being planned are based on the results reported by Ang et al 4 for HPV+ patients, and our model relies on the same. They stratified patients based on various risk factors, such as smoking and clinical pathology variables (see Figure 1 ). Most HPV+ patients were in the low risk category (smoking history being a deciding factor), and our current model focuses solely on that group. Ang et al reported a 3 year survival rate of 82.4% [95% CI, 77.2 to 87. 6] 4 . Given this variance, a clinically meaningful difference in survival would need to be 5% or greater. The dose reduction trials are looking at the difference in survival between a tumor dose of 70 Gy and a dose of 55 Gy. We modeled three different scenarios, namely that a dose reduction from 70 Gy to 55 Gy would yield either a 7%, 10% or 15% reduction in survival.
TCP is nearly always modeled as a logistic curve with two free parameters, the dose at which TCP = 0.5 [D 50 ] and the slope at that point, γ 50 . We modeled these two parameters as beta functions from which the Monte Carlo process sampled. For each of the three scenarios, the TCP was calculated using the sampled values and only those values were used for which TCP(70 Gy) = 82% and the difference in survival at TCP(55 Gy) ∈ [7, 10, 15]%. The means and probabilistic sensitivity analysis ranges (95%) were 34.7, 22.5 -45.7 Gy and 0.55, 0.24 -0.98 for D 50 and γ 50 , respectively.
Normal Tissue Complication Probability: xerostomia
Normal tissue complication probabilities (NTCP) are calculated by means of logistic functions that are fitted to the data for given grades (or range of grades) of complications to a given organ. Xerostomia ("dry mouth") occurs when the parotid glands suffer radiation injury. Such complications are common in oropharyngeal cancer with 40-60% of patients suffering significant sequelae. In contrast to the tumor in which the planned dose is uniformly distributed throughout the volume, normal tissues receive a distribution of doses. The actual distribution is most strongly influ-enced by a particular patient's anatomy, that is, the geometric relationship between the tumor volume and the organ at risk. NTCP models usually use some summary value, e.g. mean dose, although more complex, radiobiologically-based models are also used 12 .
To calculate the probability of xerostomia, we used a model published by Miah et al 13 , which uses the mean dose to the parotid gland. This model used non-linear logistic regression analysis to determine the probability of xerostomia from a model with two parameters, D50, the mean dose which induces grade ≥ 2 xerostomia in 50% of patients, and k, the additional rate of xerostomia for each additional Gy at D50. The mean and range on these parameters for the Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis is 42.9 Gy [29-56 Gy] and 1.7 [0.5-2.8]. We also used the Monte Carlo process to sample a distribution of mean parotid doses that were obtained from the treatment planning database of the Department of Radiation Oncology, University of Washington. The mean and range of the parotid mean dose was 21.4 [6-38.9] Gy.
Normal Tissue Complication Probability: dysphagia
In our influence diagram probabilities for dysphagia come from an NTCP model developed from a prospective study 14 . Their work finds values for the logistic function regression coefficients of 0.04 ± 0.02 and 0.06 ± 0.02 for the SGL and SPCM, respectively; these are used as distributions in the Monte Carlo sensitivity analysis. Their model predicts swallowing dysfunction as a function of mean doses to the supraglottic larynx (SGL) and superior pharyngeal constrictor muscle (SPCM). Possible ranges for mean doses to these structures are dependent on the radiation planning technique employed which varies across clinical practices. We used a range of mean doses appropriate for an IMRT planning technique which attempts to spare the SGL and SPCM 15 , as this technique is likely to be employed by physicians considering prescription dose de-escalation in order to reduce toxicity. The means and ranges were 52. 
Utility values
Multiattribute utilities for complex health states are not easy to obtain and can depend on the method of elicitation. Meregaglia et al reviewed a wide range of publications in the area of utilities for health states relevant to head and neck cancers 16 . We used the values collected by Ramaekers et al for our model 17 . In our model, we sampled from distributions that we feel mainly represent heterogeneity between patients, though an interpretation that the distributions actually represent uncertainty regarding methods is not unassailable.
Monte Carlo simulations
Probabilistic sensitivity analyses were conducted using a Monte Carlo sampling technique with 50,000 patients 10 . By this we mean that a single patient was simulated by selecting at random from each of the distributions in the diagram. The probability of selection of any given value is determined by the functional form of distributions that we used. For example, a normally distributed variable with a given mean and standard deviation would be sampled such that by the end of the analysis, the distribution of values used would match the initial normal distribution. Since each variable is sampled independently, one ends up with 50,000 "patients" whose characteristics are distributed as expected in a heterogeneous population. For each run of 50,000 samples, the QALYs for each patient were calculated and histograms of the results plotted. Separate runs were calculated for each of the different scenarios that represent possible trial outcomes (current knowledge, survival reductions of 7%, 10% and 15%) and for each of the four actions (delivery of 70, 65, 60 and 55 Gy).
Results
The results of our simulation using this model are in the form of: (a) a table of expected value of perfect and partial perfect information, (b) histograms of the QALY's achieved under the different possible trial outcomes and for different delivered tumor doses, and (c) a plot of the fraction of patients who would benefit from each of the possible decisions (tumor doses) as a function of true survival differences. Table 1 : Value of information calculations for expected value of perfect information (EVPI) and partial perfect information (EVPPI) (columns 3-7) for different variables. VOI is calculated for four different scenarios: only using our current knowledge, a reduction in cure rate of 15% under a dose reduction of 77 to 55 Gy, a reduction in cure rate of 10% and a reduction in cure rate of 7%. Figure 2 shows the distributions of QALYs for a range of doses between 70 and 55 Gy. We included 65 and 60 Gy in order to illustrate that this method could be used to guide selection of which doses are chosen as experimental arms.
Here the possible trial result that dose de-escalation to 55 Gy results in a less than 7% reduction in overall survival has been entered into the model in order to evaluate which uncertainties contribute the most to the decision uncertainty for a particular patient.
Note that all four panes of Figure 2 are calculated on the same modeled cohort, but with different prescription doses. For some individuals, the expected benefit increases, and for some it decreases, depending on the individual's probabilities of developing side effects, their preference for the various health states, and their expected probability of survival. The standard deviations of the distributions are reduced as the prescription dose is lowered. In order to illustrate why this occurs we performed a subset analysis on the patients whose QALYs for 70 Gy are greater than the maximum (16.7 QALYs) expected benefit calculated for the 55 Gy arm. None of the individuals in this subset can benefit from a dose reduction to 55 Gy. In this group the average utilities for both side effects were higher than the cohort average, and the average doses to all critical structures were lower than the cohort average, thereby lowering the probability of developing side effects. Patients at these extreme values, are expected to derive the most benefit from maximizing life expectancy, which occurs at the highest dose. Similarly, the group of modeled patients whose expected QALYs for 70 Gy were less than the minimum expected for 55 Gy would benefit from a dose reduction. Patients in this modeled cohort assign lower utilities to health states with toxicity, and also had a higher probability than the cohort average for developing a side effect. This group benefits the most from avoiding toxicity, which occurs at the lowest dose. Figure 3 shows the distributions of QALYs for the current state of knowledge and for range of possible trial results for the de-escalated dose to 55 Gy. As the difference in overall survival between 70 Gy and 55 Gy decreases, the average population QALYs increases due to the higher survival rate on the 55 Gy arm. The probability of toxicity events is the same for these 4 scenarios, since all are calculated for 55 Gy, and the toxicity and tumor control probabilities are independent probabilities.
The results of the Monte Carlo simulation allow for the calculation of the proportion of patients who would achieve the highest number of QALYs for a given strategy (tumor dose). Figure 4 plots the proportions of patients who benefit from a given dose as a function of the true difference in survival at doses of 70 and 55 Gy, i.e. TCP(70) -TCP(50). At large differences, the decrease in complications cannot overcome the relative importance improved survival. The ordering of the curves at high doses reflect the nature of the logistic TCP curves. At small differences, the advantage of complication sparing is more important as the survival values are closer in value.
For smaller reductions in overall survival (the left side of Fig. 4 or the final row of Table 1 ) the EVPI increases since decreased doses offer more QALYs to a greater proportion of the population, and perfect knowledge of other model parameters would allow the optimal choice for each individual. With the current state of knowledge, acquiring additional information about any one set of parameters does not have as significant an impact on the decision made, since the remaining variability has a large effect. However, for trial results where dose reduction results in smaller reduction in survival, then acquiring additional information about patient preferences or dysphagia NTCP model parameters has greater potential to change the decision.
Discussion
We have presented a model that is based on two major premises. First, the design of clinical trials should be considered as a decision problem, not merely as an inference problem. Second, the utility function needs to include multiple attributes as well as integration over time. The former was addressed by means of a probabilistic knowledge representation in the form of an influence diagram. The latter was accounted for by using a Markov model to calculate quality adjusted life years. This decision rendered the normal approach to solving the influence diagram for the optimal decision difficult to achieve; therefore, we used a Monte Carlo sampling method.
We applied this clinical trial design model to the case of non-inferiority trials for HPV+ oropharyngeal cancer. Radiation therapy (with and without chemotherapy) of oropharyngeal cancer leads to significant sequelae in a large fraction of patients. The most recent large clinical trial identified patients who were HPV+ as having better survival probability than HPV-patients 4 . Given the complication profile, the question arises as whether a reduced radiation dose for HPV+ patients might yield similar survival benefits with reduced complications when compared to current dose protocols. With this in mind, a number of clinical dose de-escalation trials have begun 5 .
Classic radiation biology theory holds that a reduction of dose on the order of over 20% will result in a decrease in cell killing, with a concommitant decrease in tumor-related outcomes. What is unknown is whether the dose-response curve is so flat that the outcome is essentially the same. There are two ways that this could come about. Since our data are statistical in nature, non-inferiority can imply confirmation of the standard null hypothesis between the current and the lower dose protocols. The second way that equivalence could be established is to acknowledge that clinical decisions incorporate consideration of both cure and complication, i.e. viewing the trial as a decision problem.
Consider the first possibility, namely that a clinical trial need only confirm the null hypothesis. Ang et al report a standard deviation of 2.5% 4 . Since we are looking at the difference in survival, the ability to distinguish two different mean survival values depends on the sum of the variances. Therefore, in this case, a trial result that could reliably reject the null hypothesis at a level of 0.05 would imply a difference in means of approximately 7%. This consideration led us to our first scenario in which a trial based on inference is on the threshold of significance, that is, able to achieve a p-value of 0.05 or better. Our other scenarios (differences of 10% and 15%) were designed to explore the possibility that reduction in complications could compensate for a larger decrease in survival.
The histograms (Figures 2 and 3) show the changes in the distributions of QALY's obtained for different segments of the population. They quite nicely illustrate the effects of the inhomogeneities in patient response and geometry. The results for the four different tumor doses show relatively smooth evolution, as would be expected given the logistic curve. They also can help determine the likely outcomes for different true differences in survival.
The gains in QALY as a function of reduction of uncertainty (Table 1) in different variables provides insight into likely sources of variability that could hamper a conclusive trial. The relatively large gains obtained with perfect information about utilities highlights one of the reasons that viewing clinical trials as decision problems is difficult. However, the same table indicates that better knowledge about dysphagia can have a large impact, especially when compared to the other complication, xerostomia. This approach to modeling clinical trials has weaknesses. When compared to the typical inference approach (described above), our method requires much more quantitative work. To construct an adequate influence diagram, one needs reliable conditional probability tables for all the combinations of parent and child states. While some variables have binary states, some may be continuous variables leading to the imposition of a small number of ranges of values. In all of these cases, it is necessary to use realistic values. In addition, distributions among the various states of variables without parents must be determined. Although this allows an easy method for isolating different cohorts (for example, patients with a given T or nodal stage), one would need to measure, find in the literature, or estimate the distribution that will be present in the trial.
An important distinction between this method and the traditional method is the latter's reliance on null hypothesis significance testing (NHST). Under this approach, a trial outcome is considered "significant" if it obtains a p-value less than 0.05 (or 0.01 in more rigorous trials). However, there is numerous literature that describes in detail the flaws inherent in relying on such a method 19, 20 . Our method explicitly models the outcomes as a function of effect size, thereby providing a much deeper understanding of what effect size is needed to make a study clinically relevant. This, in turn, leads to a more accurate calculation of the power of a study. Overall, such an in-depth analysis in trial design will lead to less wasted effort and inconclusive trials.
Overall, modeling the clinical trial as we have provides a number of benefits which extend beyond the clinical trial itself. Such a model provides more insight into the likelihood that a given expected benefit or detriment will actually result in a clinically useful result. It also helps focus on the role that "nuisance" parameters play and the extent to which variability in them can reduce the significance of trial results. Thus, it may be prudent to either wait for better knowledge to be gained about a particular variable or to use that variable to distinguish between different arms of the trial. For example, dose de-escalation trials are more likely to result in significant results if patients whose tumors are near the swallowing muscles are separated from those whose are more distant, particularly if quality of life or dysphagia are to be measured as well.
The use of the simulation process has an added benefit outside of clinical trial design. As Fig. 4 points out, some fraction of patients are more likely to benefit than others from any given decision. Our model allows us to isolate the variables behind such differences, thereby providing clinical decision support.
We note that the distributions that were obtained from this model could be used to help design a clinical trial using Bayesian methods should one so desire. Prior probability distributions can be obtained from the model and incorporated into the design. In this particular case, a Bayesian approach is probably preferable over the standard Neyman-Pearson method. Knowledge of the actual difference in survival benefit, rather than a simple non-inferiority judgement is more likely to help clinicians. This is particularly true given the fact that such trials as these are unlikely to be repeated and reliance on simple p-values may result in unfortunate recommendations given the limited statistical sampling that will occur in a single trial 20 .
Conclusion
A model for clinical trial design was described using probabilistic representation of the inhomogeneities within the patient population and the uncertainties regarding treatment response. The clinical trial was viewed as a decision problem and a cost function, in the form of a Markov model calculating quality adjusted life years, was implemented.
The model was applied to a current issue in radiation oncology, namely the possible advantage of dose de-escalation in HPV+ oropharyngeal cancer. Using a probabilistic senstivity approach, results for different possible trial outcomes were calculated in the form of distribution of QALY's, the value of information, and the fraction of patients who would benefit from different strategies. This approach offers a number of advantages of traditional inference approaches, although it does require more effort up front. The overall goal of this method is to provide information regarding the critical variables so thagt clinical trials can be designed that will yield the most clinically useful information.
